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" There may have been some things that were too heavy or to bulky or some things

which were small and. that missed their attention. '.Nis

" Now this invasion of Shishak is mentioned here as a great disturbance' but

not as something mx which left far-reaching effects. It seemed. to be a raid

that went over the land. that did. not establish control, a lasting control. It H

It was more, it would seem , as a plundering raid.. This.is the first mention

by name of an Egyptian king for a very long time. There are. very few mentions in

the Bible of Erptian'kings by name. This is very interesting to have this

specific mention of this name of Shishak. Now I imagine that you all have

had enough Hebrew by this time to be able to give a judgment. If you find an

Egyptian name which is written in our books today asShishon1' ., whether that .

name Shihon would. seem to corres pond to the name which we have as Shishan

Is there a contradiction between an Egyptian account which had the name Sheshdn

and. the Biblica account which had been named Shishak? How much difference
S

is there' between those two? (Asks studdñs) Af far as the vowels are concerned

in/the Hebrew, the vowels are put in byx by the in the fifth century.

A. D. They represent a tradition which, had been carried on for a long time

before and are in genaral actual, but they may have easily changed. We do not

beeve in the inspiration of the vowels of the Scripture. In . ,

addition to that vowels are very hard to represent. They differ rom one, language

to another.
"
I met a young Jew from Palestine who was studying at the University

I
of Pennsylvania a few years ago, andxxsxtx it seemed. to be that every, time H

hereferred to ftxxdx Camden, he said ICimlin.
Everyitime

he would say this

is better, he would s xhimxx seem to say this is batter. As a matter of fact

he did not have any such sound as our eeqi-r eh" and. consequently
S.

used. our .ahts" . The English vowels are very different from any othe':

langaage, and consequently there was one vowel he had that was hail' way. between

our uahhl id our "eh'.So when he gave a word that wrs supposed to be either one,

it would sound to us as if it were the other because it as tort of in between nD.d

, . . " ., i.,-- .5.,. ., ............................______
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